
A. Complete the sentences with a suitable verb in its correct form.

1. Look! The firemen (rescue) the little boy.

2. The athletes of our school (join) the Inter-school Sports Day

     once a year.

3. Dr. Crazy (work) on his latest invention for a few months.

4. I suppose the shops (close ) early tomorrow.

5.  you (have) breakfast this morning?

6. Oil  (float) on water.

B. Proofreading. Correct the mistakes according to the symbols shown
    below.

1. Which luggage is heavyer, this one or that one? 1.

2. Emily becomes slimer than before. 2. 

3. I felt excited when watching ‘E.T.’ I fell asleep when 

    watching ‘Alien’.‘Alien’ is more interesting than ‘E.T.’. 3. 

4. Cindy is the cleverer girl that I have ever met. 4. 

5. Which is your the busiest day during the week? 5. 
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C. Put a correct question tag on the end of each sentence. 
     The first one has been done for you as an example. 

1. Let’s visit Mrs. Wong and her newborn baby, shall we ?

2. There are not any libraries in the new town, ?

3. The baby is sleeping soundly, ?

4. The Boy Scouts will go camping in Sai Kung, ?

5. I am not chosen as a volunteer, ?

6. Mr. Au and Mrs. Au were good at dancing, ?

D. Fill in the blanks with suitable adverbs.

1. The manager shouted  (angry) at the meeting.

2. The students are chatting   (noisy) in the classroom.

3. Mum put her clothes into the drawer . (tidy)

4. Everyone finished the test (easy) and they all got 100 marks.

5. Rachel came to school (late) this morning and missed the 

    first lesson.

E. Circle the correct modal verbs.

1. ( Will / Must / Shall ) we prepare some gifts for the children?

2. Little Jamie ( mustn’t / cannot / needn’t ) wake up early every day. 

    She only has lessons in the afternoon.

3. We ( can / has to / should ) keep quiet in the morning assembly.

4. Mrs. Tong ( could / have to / has to ) pick up her children at

    five o’clock every day.

5. Old Mr. Chan ( can / could / will ) sing well in his thirties.
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